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ABSTRACT: Functionalized graphene sheet (FGS) is a promising
additive that enhances fuel/propellant combustion, and the
determination of its mechanism has attracted much interest. In
the present study, a series of molecular dynamic simulations based
on a reactive force field (ReaxFF) are performed to explore the
catalytic activity (CA) of FGS in the thermal decay of nitromethane
(NM, CH3NO2). FGSs and pristine graphene sheets (GSs) are
oxidized in hot NM liquid to increase their functionalities and
subsequently show self-enhanced CAs during the decay. The CAs
result from the interatomic exchanges between the functional
groups on the sheets and the NM liquid, i.e., mainly between H and
O atoms. CA is dependent on the density of NM, functionalities of
sheets, and temperature. The GSs and FGSs that originally exhibit
different functionalities tend to possess similar functionalities and
consequently similar CAs as temperature increases. Other carbon materials and their oxides can accelerate combustion of other
fuels/propellants similar to NM, provided that they can be dispersed and their key reaction steps in combustion are similar to
NM.

KEYWORDS: functionalized graphene, self-enhanced catalytic activity, nitromethane, combustion, ReaxFF,
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■ INTRODUCTION

Graphene oxide (GO) or the functionalized graphene sheet
(FGS)1 is a promising additive that can accelerate the
combustion of nitromethane (NM, CH3NO2), a liquid
monopropellant. This additive makes the combustion more
environmental friendly and strengthens the propulsion with
shortened ignition time. FGS can enhance the burning rate of
NM by over 175%, showing a much higher catalytic activity
(CA) than conventional aluminum monohydroxide and silica
nanoparticles in hot NM liquid.2 The mechanism of NM
combustion may be similar to those of propellants that also
contain C, H, N and O atoms. Accordingly, FGS application to
enhance combustion of fuels/propellants similar to NM is
advantageous to the environment.
The determination of the structural changes in the C sheet

and the CA of FGS in combustion has attracted much interest.
Molecular dynamic (MD) simulations have provided feasible
and efficient methods to verify the related complex combustion
reactions in the atomic level. To date, numerous complex
reactions of shocked or heated explosives,6−15 combus-
tion,16−19 and catalyzes20 have been explored through MD
simulations in combination with ab initio (AI) methods,3

semiempirical methods (e.g., self-consistent charge density-

functional tight binding),4 or molecular reactive force field
methods [e.g., reactive force field (ReaxFF)].5 In particular,
ReaxFF MD simulations have become increasingly popular
because they can be applied on large-scale systems. In
simulation systems with several hundred millions of atoms,
the ReaxFF MD method can offer results comparable to AIMD
simulations or experiments. In this study, ReaxFF MD
simulations were used to study the CA of FGS in the complex
thermal decay of liquid NM with various densities and at
different temperatures. The simulations illustrated the H and O
exchanges between the oxygenated functional groups and NM
and its derivatives, which have been recently reported by AIMD
simulation.21 The simulations also elucidated the CA that was
observed experimentally.2 In this study, we have demonstrated
that FGSs and pristine graphene sheets (GSs), immersed in hot
NM liquid are active and can trap atoms and groups from the
liquid to increase their functionalities. Various types of
combinations and dissociations, in addition to the aforemen-
tioned exchanges on or within the basal sheets, that result in
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CA relies on the density of NM, the functionality of sheet, and
temperature. Specifically, at a low temperature of 2000 or 2400
K, the FGS with higher functionality immersed in a denser NM
liquid will cause higher CA. By contrast, the CA does not
depend on the original functionality when temperature
increases to 3000 K. Self-enhanced CAs of GS or FGSs in
thermally decomposing NM has been observed, that is, the
sheets become more catalytically active than their primary
states after being immersed into hot NM. Presumably, other C
materials, such as activated char, C tube, fullerene, and their
oxides, can also be oxidized to increase functionalities in the hot
NM liquid. These observations provide deep insight into the
complex combustion mechanisms and demonstrate the validity
of ReaxFF method in related fields.

■ METHODOLOGIES
Modeling combustion requires adequate structures and conditions.
For the structures, C sheets with various functionalities and NM
molecules immersing the sheets were considered. For the C sheets, an
original cell containing a sheet of 288 C atoms with a periodic
boundary condition was obtained by enlarging a unit cell of graphite
under a common condition with 12 × 12 × 1 times along its a, b, and c
axes, respectively, to a supercell with two C sheets, and then removing
one of the sheets. Moreover, the functionalities, namely, the C-to-O
(C:O) atomic ratio, were ascertained experimentally. The FGSs have
been include diverse oxygenated functional groups, from hydroxyl and
epoxide species on the perfect regions of the basal C planes to
carbonyl, carboxyl, and lactol groups, at the defects, holes, and edges of
the oxidized C sheets.22 In this study, a divacancy (absence of two C
atoms) decorated by two ethers with four additional hydroxyls
attached to the C atoms nearby was considered as a functionalized site.
Three types of FGSs with nominal C:O ratios of 48, 24, and 12,
denoted by FGS48, FGS24, and FGS12, respectively, were obtained by
tuning the amounts of functionalized sites on the sheet. Additionally,
GS was considered because it represented an extreme case of absence
of functionalized site on the sheet. These sheets are illustrated at the
bottom of Figure 1b−1e. The consistency of the NM liquid density

was maintained because NM decay has been found to be dependent
on density.23 This behavior was confirmed by the simulations in the
current study. During construction, C, H, and O atoms were assigned
van der Waals radii of 1.70, 1.09, and 1.52 Å, respectively, to evaluate
the volumes of the GS and FGSs. Then, the c-axial length of the
original cell was varied in terms of the evaluated volumes and the NM
liquid densities, while the other parameters were kept constant.

Meanwhile, a cell with neat 200 NM molecules was constructed, and
its decay was used as reference to exhibit CA. The structures,
parameters, and components of all modeling cells are shown in Figure
1 and Tables S1 and S2 of Supporting Information, respectively. The
top plots in Figure 1b−1e show the GS or FGSs immersed in the NM
liquid. Five simulation systems were denoted as NM, NM/GS, NM/
FGS48, NM/FGS24, and NM/FGS12. A similar NM/FGS22 system was
also adopted in the AIMD simulation.21 The size effect on the
simulation results was also considered. Therefore, supplementary
simulations on the enlarged cells of NM/FGS12 were performed, the
effect of size was not verified because no difference in NM decay was
observed in Figure S2 of Supporting Information, which suggested the
adequateness of employed cell sizes.

Two densities of NM liquid and three temperatures were chosen to
simulate combustion conditions. The two densities were d = 1.14 and
1.9 g/cm3, according to the liquid NM at standard temperature and
pressure and the Chapman-Jouget detonation state (steady deto-
nation), respectively. Temperature from frame to bulk liquid sharply
decreased during practical NM combustion. The combustion occurred
in the region of flame, which was referred to in the simulation. A
temperature of 2400 K was assigned as a moderate simulation
temperature because this temperature was evaluated to be appropriate
for the middle flame.1 Moreover, high and low temperatures of 3000
and 2000 K, respectively, were also considered. In practice,
combustion takes place under moderate conditions among assigned
densities and temperatures.

Canonical particle number (N), volume (V), and temperature (T)
conditions (NVT) were adopted with the aforementioned densities,
temperatures, and functionalities. An improved ReaxFF-lg24 MD
method in LAMMPS package was also employed25,26 to simulate the
related evolution resembling something in the region of the flame
where combustion takes place. A total of 30 simulations were
performed. Figure 1 shows the five kinds of cells, with each cell
covering two densities and three temperatures. The simple Nose−́
Hoover thermostat method27 was employed in these simulations, and
the time step and the effective relaxation time were assigned to 0.1 and
20 fs, respectively. Specifically, the coupling frequency of the
thermostat to the nuclear motion was composed of 200 time steps.
Each cell was relaxed using an NVT MD simulation at 300 K for 10 ps,
and no NM decay was found prior to heating to assigned
temperatures. Then, 30 independent simulations were performed for
100 ps. Furthermore, supplementary microcanonical (NVE) simu-
lations were performed to resemble an adiabatic extreme in the NM
combustion instead of the aforementioned cases under constant
temperature. Consequently, both NVE and NVT simulations exhibited
self-enhanced CAs of FGSs in the NM decay, as illustrated in Figure
S3 of Supporting Information. The result also verified the currently
used coupling parameters of the simple Nose−́Hoover thermostat
such as those in the study of Page et al.28 Only NVT simulation results
will be discussed later.

The principle of the ReaxFF method can be found in the literature.5

Briefly, ReaxFF is an improved force field derived from earlier reactive
empirical force fields such as those by Brenner,29,30 parametrized to
reproduce the density functional theory (DFT) results for selected
systems and properties. It is a molecular force field based on the DFT,
in which the formation of a chemical bond is determined by its bond
order. ReaxFF has been successfully applied to study the reactions of
shocked or heated condensed systems included in energetic materials
and fuels.6−15,15−18 Improved ReaxFF-lg accounts for the dispersion
force and can usually provide more accurate predictions than the
unenhanced one.24 In addition, the successful application of improved
ReaxFF-lg to the thermal reduction of FGSs31 and the thermal
decomposition of NM23,24 suggest its validity in the present study, so
no revalidation is required.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thermal NM decay has been considered in various
experimental and computational studies23,32−50 because NM
is an ideal prototype of the CHON-based explosives and a

Figure 1. Simulation models for the thermal decomposition of NM on
GS and FGSs: (a) pure NM, (b) NM/GS, (c) NM/FGS48, (d) NM/
FGS24, and (e) NM/FGS12. The C, H, N, and O atoms are
represented in black, green, blue, and red, respectively. Similar
representations are considered in the following figures. The top and
bottom panels are the side and top views of the basal sheets,
respectively.
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monopropellant in practice. Its thermal decomposition
mechanism has been extensively investigated in the field of
energetic materials. Additionally, NM decay is initiated
primarily by breakage of C−NO2 and H transfer, which can
be distinguished by the different initial intermediates. These
initiations are strongly dependent on density, temperature,
shock velocity, acid−base degree, and so on. The current study
focused on the active site and CA changes in the GS and the
FGSs after immersion into the hot NM liquid because the
detailed mechanisms have been described previously.23,32−50

The decay evolution under various densities and temper-
atures is illustrated in Figure 2. The CAs of the sheets can be
confirmed by comparing the decay rates of NM/GS and NM/
FGSs with those of the neat NM liquid. Figure 2 shows that all
sheets exhibit CAs conditionally. First, the CA relies on liquid
density. No obvious CAs of either the GS or the FGSs are
found when accelerating the thermal decomposition with a
lower density of NM liquid (d = 1.14 g/cm3) at 2000, 2400, or
3000 K, without decay distinction in Figure 2a, 2b, or 2c.
However, remarkable CAs were observed when the density
increases to 1.9 g/cm3 at the three simulation temperatures,
with the decay enhanced in Figure 2d−2f. Surprisingly, the GS,
without a primitive active site, also exhibits CA.
The density-dependent CA is strongly related to the reaction

mechanisms and active sites on the sheets. Moreover, the

initiation mechanism is deduced by the detailed evolution of
the initial chemical species (Figure 3 and Figures S4 and S5 of
Supporting Information). For the active sites on sheets, the
structural variations and their influences on CA, i.e., the
intrinsic interatomic exchanges on sheets, are of interest.
Typically, the evolution of neat NM liquid, NM/GS (without a
primitive active site), and NM/FGS12 (with the most primitive
active sites) should be clarified. At moderate temperature of
2400 K, at which NO2 and CH3NO appear in each plot of
Figure 3 with different populations in terms of the densities.
NO2 and CH3NO corresponds to the decay initiations from
C−NO2 break and H transfer, respectively,23 The main initial
intermediate of NO2 in Figure 3a−3c corresponds to a lower
density of 1.14 g/cm3. By contrast, Figure 3d−3f represents a
higher density of 1.9 g/cm3 and show the largest populations of
CH3NO. This result implies the density-dependent initial steps.
That is, the unimolecular C−NO2 breakage initiates the decay
dominantly at lower density with main intermediates of NO2,
NO, and CH4, whereas at higher density, the intermolecular
reactions govern the decay initiation with the appearance of
main species like CH3NO and OH formed by the equation
2CH3NO2 → CH3NO + OH + CH2NO2.

23 Similar results are
also derived from the MD simulations at 2000 and 3000 K, as
illustrated in Figures S4 and S5 of Supporting Information,

Figure 2. Decay evolution of the hot NM (d = 1.14 g/cm3) and temperatures of (a) 2000, (b) 2400, and (c) 3000 K; density of 1.9 g/cm3 and
temperatures of (a) 2000, (b) 2400, and (c) 3000 K.
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respectively. This result agrees with a recent ReaxFF MD
simulation on thermal NM decomposition.24

This density-dependent initiation mechanism can be
elucidated as follows. The bigger free space in a hot NM
liquid with a lower density is favorable to stretch C−NO2 bond
as much as possible for breakage. The cleavage of the C−NO2
bonds predominate the initial decomposition because NO2 is
the dominant intermediate in the initial reactions. By contrast, a
compressed free space makes the intermolecular distances
shorter, and intermolecular atomic exchanges become easier
when the liquid is compressed at a higher density. At this stage,
the main intermediate is CH3NO, which is produced initially by
intermolecular H transfers, instead of NO2 from the C−NO2
bond break. In addition, we made comparison of plot a with
plots b and c and plot d with plots e and f in Figure 3 or those
in Figures S4 and S5 of Supporting Information, which show
the reactions under a same density−temperature condition.
Interestingly, the comparison shows the absence of obvious
change in the evolution tendency in the main chemical species
when the GS or the FGSs were added into the liquid. This
observation suggests that the CAs could mainly be attributed to
their roles in accelerating interatomic exchanges, rather than

leading to new reactions to form new species. The density-
dependent CA needs a prerequisite of intermolecular reactions
in the starting decomposition, indicating the catalytic selectivity
of the GS and the FGSs in the hot NM liquid. Only cases with
1.9 g/cm3 density is considered further because CA is exhibited
remarkably with higher density.
Temperature is found to evidently affect CA. At 2000 and

2400 K, Figures 2d and 2e show similar increasing decay order
of NM, NM/GS, NM/FGS48, NM/FGS24, and NM/FGS12,
suggesting that more original functionalized sites may lead to
higher CA. The four GS, FGS48, FGS24, and FGS12 sheets
exhibit comparable CA at 3000 K, regardless of the amount of
the original active sites, because the four related decay curves in
Figure 2f are almost overlaid. The difference in CAs of the four
sheets at 2000 or 2400 K are probably caused by their structural
differences, whereas their CA similarity at 3000 K may be
because of their structural similarity, at least in the equivalent
structures for interatomic transfers in the NM decay. In
addition, the CA of the GS suggests a necessary structural
change after immersion.
To determine the effect of temperature on the CAs, the

structural evolution at different temperatures was examined.

Figure 3. Evolution of main chemical species in the early decay of hot NM at 2400 K. (a) NM, (b) NM/GS, and (c) NM/FGS12 at NM density of
1.14 g/cm3 and (d) NM, (e) NM/GS, and (f) NM/FGS12 at NM density of 1.9 g/cm3 respectively.
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Briefly, two typical sheets, GS and FGS12, were employed for
discussion. The sheet structures of the immersed GS, along
with several representative snapshots, are shown in Figure 4.
The sheet is kept almost perfect at 2000 K during simulation,
with only few broken C−C bonds although no atom has been
completely partitioned away from the basal sheet. Some defects
appear on the sheet against 3000 K, but the sheet structure is
retained [Figure 4c]. Figure 4c exhibits some vacancies on the
sheet, and even some C atoms move far away from the sheet.
The result at 2400 K is between those of 2000 and 3000 K
[Figure 4b]. In summary, the integrity of the GS is damaged in
the hot NM liquid, but its sheet structure is maintained.
The damage may have been caused by high temperatures. To

verify this inference, a complementary NVT simulation on an
isolated GS against a much higher temperature of 4000 K was
performed. Results show that the GS is still perfect, despite the
induction of a waved sheet (Figure S6 in Supporting
Information). Thus, the defects on the immersed GS result
from the NM liquid with heat treatment. The high temperature
leads to a waved C sheet and dangling sp2 C atoms. An isolated
GS in Figure S6 of Supporting Information shows that no atom
or group is active enough to provide electrons to saturate these
transient dangling sp2 C atoms at 4000 K, leading to a quick
return to stable sheet and thus a perfect sheet is produced all
along. On the contrary, for the GS immersed in the hot NM
liquid, the sp2 bonds can be saturated by trapping the active
NM molecules and their derivatives. The formation of stable

sp3 bonds damages the original planarity of the C sheet and
lowers its stability. Subsequently, some C atoms that are
originally within the sheet become active and dissociated from
the sheet, thereby leading to defects. Subsequently, some NM
derivatives in the liquid bond covalently to the regions of the
perfect sheet and the defects. Figure 5 exhibits these
combinations on the perfect plane and decorations of the
defects, as expected. Comparative results from Figure 5a−5c
show an increasing amount of atoms and groups that are
quickly chemically bonded to the GS as temperature increases.
The atoms that are bonded directly to the sheet include all four
kinds of atoms. The O atoms occupy the most population to
form cyclic ether, carbonyl, hydroxyl, or oxatyl groups. H and N
atoms also saturate the dangling sp2 C atoms within the sheet,
and some bigger fragments are chemically linked with the sheet
through O, C, or N atoms. The oxidation of the GS to GO or
FGS in the hot NM liquid and its CA enhancement is then
inferred to be self-induced. In other words, the enhanced CA is
derived from the damage and decoration caused by the hot NM
liquid. These results are in agreement with recent DFT
calculations,51−54 suggesting the efficiency of ReaxFF to
accurately describe carbonaceous systems.
A similar case was observed with FGS12. Some atoms,

particularly O and H atoms, become transferable to partition
from the sheet as time proceeds, and this process becomes
faster as temperature increases (Figure 6). In Figure 6b and 6c,
some primitive C atoms within the sheet leave the sheets into

Figure 4. Snapshots of the GS immersed in hot NM liquid (d = 1.9 g/cm3) under different temperatures of (a) 2000, (b) 2400, and (c) 3000 K.
Only primitive C atoms that composed the GS are shown. The number in brackets is the amount of C atoms partitioned completely from the sheet.
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the hot liquid, suggesting the formation of new defects. To
verify this observation, the sheet structures of the GS and
FGS12 immersed for 100 ps at 2400 K were compared by
removing all atoms out of the sheets. Two sheets were obtained
and are shown in Figure S7 of Supporting Information. The
result shows that the functionalized defects on the GS increase
from zero to two, and those on FGS12 increase from four to
five, suggesting the varied sheet structure and functionality of
either the GS or FGS12 when immersed in hot NM liquid.

Immersion leads to improved chemical adsorption of active
NM derivatives on the sheets, indicating the enhanced
functionalities or CAs. Moreover, various modes for saturating
the defects on the sheets, in addition to O atoms, have also
been found (Figure S7 of Supporting Information). Com-
parative results from the defect sites on sheets in Figure 1e and
Supporting Information Figure S7(b) show that the defects are
not yet fixed after immersion, suggesting the saturation by C
atoms and another mechanism to reduce FGS. Figure 7 shows

Figure 5. Snapshots of the GS immersed in the hot NM liquid (d = 1.9 g/cm3) under different temperatures of (a) 2000, (b) 2400, and (c) 3000 K.
All atoms bound chemically to the GS are shown.

Figure 6. Snapshots of FGS12 immersed in the hot NM liquid (d = 1.9 g/cm3) under different temperatures (a) 2000, (b) 2400, and (c) 3000 K.
Only primitive atoms belonging to FGS12 are shown.
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the decorated FGS12 in the hot NM liquid as time proceeds.
Contrary to Figure 6, which shows the partition of the primitive
atoms away from the sheets, the interatomic exchanges on the
sheets can be established in Figure 7. That is, the initial atoms
on the sheets leave the sheets, and those in the liquid eventually
decorate the sheets. FGSs are not consumed in the hot NM
liquid at this stage, probably because of the oxidizer-deficiency
of NM. Another complementary simulation of NM/FGS12 at
3500 K for 200 ps did not show consumption of the sheet
(Figure S8 in Supporting Information). Thus, FGS12 is also
oxidized in the hot NM liquid through interatomic exchanges
between the sheet and the liquid.
Hence, both GS and FGS12 are oxidized to increase

functionalities by immersion in hot NM liquid, while the
sheets are maintained all along. The oxidation can be also
confirmed by examining the amounts (Δn) of atoms chemically
bonded to the basal sheets and the summed molecular weights
(MWs) of the sheets and the fragments absorbed chemically on
the sheets as the simulations proceed. In the GS, as illustrated
in Figure 8a−8c, the four kinds of atoms are linked with the
sheet increase. At 2000 and 2400 K, O atoms show the highest
increase, followed by the H atoms, while C and N atoms exhibit
the lowest increase. At 3000 K, C atoms increase lesser than the
O atoms but more than the H atoms after 20 ps, suggesting
some bigger fragments, besides O and H atoms, are adsorbed
on the sheet, which are detected in the snapshots shown in
Figure 5c. At all times, the increased N atoms are limited within
a small range. In FGS12, the main difference relative to the GS is
the occasional decrease in H atoms [Figure 8d−8f], suggesting
the interatomic exchanges between the sheet and the hot NM
liquid, consistent with above discussions. From Figure 8g−8i,
the MW of the GS is larger than that of FGS12 at 2000 and
2400 K; whereas at 3000 K, both MW curves fluctuate in a
similar range. This observation implies that GS and FGS12

oxidized in the NM liquid at 3000 K possess similar statistic
structures, whether functionalized in advance or not. The
difference in the atomic amounts between Figure 8c and 8f
could be counteracted because the original component
difference of GS and FGS12, C288 versus C280O24H16, had
been considered. The primarily less C atoms, as well as the
more O and H atoms of FGS12, are counteracted by the more
increased C atoms, the less increased O atom, and the
decreased H atoms, leading to its statistic structure similar to
GS.
Accordingly, temperature dependence of CAs is determined

by the amounts of functionalized sites on the four sheets.
Fundamentally, at a low temperature of 2000 or 2400 K, the
oxidation of the hot NM liquid is limited, therefore the CAs of
the GS and the FGSs can be differentiated through their
primary structures. However, at a high temperature of 3000 K,
four sheets possess similar amounts of functionalized sites or
similar abilities to exchange atoms, leading to similar CAs. For
example, partitioning the decorated sheets in Figures 5c and 7c
is difficult at 100 ps.
The CAs in the NM decay are inferred to be involved in

accelerating the atomic exchanges. O and H atoms linked
originally with the C sheets are partitioned from the sheet as
time proceeds (Figure 6). Even the C atoms are partitioned at
high temperatures of 2400 and 3000 K during simulation.
Higher temperature causes quicker partition. To resaturate the
sites where partition occurs, several active NM molecules or
NM derivatives in the hot liquid combine chemically with the
liquid. Many atoms or groups decorate the sheets in Figure 7,
instead of remaining unsaturated like the hanging bonds after
the partition. This result suggests the atomic exchanges
between the C sheets and the NM liquid. In most cases, the
exchanges are of the O and H atoms, as reported in the AIMD
simulation.21 The detected exchanges of C and N atoms are few

Figure 7. Snapshots of FGS12 immersed in the hot NM liquid (d = 1.9 g/cm3) under different temperatures (a) 2000, (b) 2400, and (c) 3000 K. All
atoms bonded chemically with FGS12 are shown.
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Figure 8. Evolution of changed amounts (Δn) of C, H, O, and N atoms bound to the C sheets: GS at (a) 2000, (b) 2400, and (c) 3000 K, FGS12 at
(d) 2000, (e) 2400, and (f) 3000 K, and evolution of summed molecular weights (MW) of the sheet with chemically adsorbed fragments at (g) 2000,
(h) 2400, and (i) 3000 K.

Figure 9. Functionalization of GS and further functionalization of FGSs, and their CAs in hot NM decay: (a) functionalization of GSs, (b) formation
of defects, (c) decoration of defects, and (d−f) atomic exchanges between the C sheets and the NM liquid, showing CA.
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(Supporting Information Figure S7), but this phenomenon has
not been reported.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, serial ReaxFF MD simulations are used to study
the CAs of FGSs in NM combustion. The results show that
CAs are dependent on the density of the NM liquid and on the
temperature and functionality of the sheet. For example, higher
CA is found for more compressed NM liquid, suggesting the
catalytic selectivity of FGSs in intermolecular atomic exchanges.
At relatively low temperatures of 2000 and 2400 K, CA is
dependent on the primary functionalities of the sheets, whereas
at 3000 K the functionality dependence of CA disappeared.
More importantly, both GS and FGS are oxidized to increase
functionality in hot NM liquid, which lead to equivalent
structures that accelerate interatomic exchanges or a similar CA
at 3000 K. Figure 9 shows a summary of a related process. The
CA of GSs or FGSs increases in the hot NM liquid, and some
active NM molecules or their derivatives in the liquid are
adsorbed chemically on the sheets where the dangling sp2

bonds appear by heating. The chemical adsorption can also be
completed through the initial formation of defects, such as
vacancies and hanging bonds on the sheets, and subsequent
decoration by the hot NM liquid. FGSs accelerate the NM
decay through the atomic exchanges between the C sheets and
the NM liquid. Moreover, the adsorptions and the exchanges
are repeated until reactions are completed. In addition, the
sheet is not consumed during the simulations, which may be
attributed to the oxidizer-deficiency of the NM liquid.
Other C materials with similar sp2 bonds, such as the C tube,

fullerene, and activated char,55 may become dangled and can be
oxidized to increase functionality in hot NM liquid and in other
propellants/fuels similar to NM. Therefore, the CAs of these C
materials and their oxides are proposed in the combustion of
various propellants/fuels if they can be dispersed and their
combustion processes follow key steps similar to NM.
Therefore, the CA of FGS, which results from the

intermolecular atomic exchanges between the sheets and the
liquid, is most determined by the functionalities of the sheets.
The functionality is crucial to CA. FGS is much more active
than GS because of the higher functionality of FGS. The
enhanced CAs of the GS and FGSs in hot NM liquid are
attributed to their increased functionalities. Moreover, GS and
FGSs show similar CAs in NM liquid at 3000 K because of their
similar functionalities.
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